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Ronnie Huckeba
inks contract to
become Hard ing's
fifth head footba ll
coach since 1959.
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Church Buys Warehouse

WWW.HARDING.EDU/THEBISON

Signature Quest

For International Relief
By ASHTON REELY

Stretchers, dialysis machines and

news editor

other important pieces of medical
equipment are included in the

Driving through small-town

shipmenr, along with supplies

Judsonia easr of Searcy, one

to aid in reaching.
Because the program is part

might easily ignore an old green
warehouse rhat has obviously seen
better days. Serving as a foot locker
manufacturing planr during the
Vietnam War, rhe building has

of the U.S. government's $1 billion humanitarian relief prQject,
the containers are shipped free
of charge to places like India,

present purpose, however, may

Honduras and the Ukraine. -!be
oppommity chis presents is a bless-

in fact be the best way to utilize

ing considering most missionaries

certainly had its share of uses. Its

the 22,000 square feet of space

must forfeir up ro $12,000 ro ship

that ir offers.

their equipment.

Because of an anonymous
donor's generous gift, College
Church of Christ was able to
purchase rhe warehouse and make

John Kachelman, rhe minister
at rhe Judsonia Church of Christ,
has been one of the forerunners

in this efforr. Kachelman was in

it the central headquarters for

the Ukraine at press time, but

its humanitarian relief ministry,

Don Eads, an elder at College
Church of Chrisr, has also been

wh ich is quickly taking Right.
The warehouse is the storage

very involved in this charitable

facility for medical and educa-

efforr.
Eads said he admires Kachelinan
for the passion h.e has displayed
ro get this project off the ground

tional supplies rhar are shipped
all over rhe world.

The supplies are donated
by local hospitals, schools and
churches and $75,000 worth of

and the positive connections

materials are packed into contain-

he has made with influential
people.

ers the size of 18-wheeler trailers.

see WAREHOUSE page 3a

NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations
Freshman Cristie Merritt, a new Ko Jo Ka i member, receives the necessary pledge book signatures from new Iota Chi members, freshmen Cait-

lin Garfield and Leslie Osborne. Club Week. whi ch concludes tonight, has undergone several changes in recent years, but obtaining signatures
from other clubs and findin g minor dates has remained part of the induction process (For odditional Club Week photos, see page Sa.)

GymSetFor6-HourCharity Climb
By JERE MY WATSON
copy editor

Saturday, a group of30 climb-

do not have insurance."

level to its summit. It was named

in I 865 after Sir George Everest,
the Surveyor-General of India
from 1830 to 1843. There are

in the dorms during Halloween

students, will be climbing almost
30,000 feet, rhe height of Mount
Everest. They will not be climb-

The idea for "Climb Everest"
came from Hudkins and others
trying to find a way rocllelp-out
those in need locally, using their

actually several moun rains that
are taller than Mount Everest
if measured from their base to

ing in the Himalayas, however;

resources at hand.

underwater and as such, are not
counted.

ers, many of whom are Harding

"Basically, rhere were just rhree

rheir peak, but their bases rest

they will be here in Searcy.
The Zion Rock Gym is hosting
"Climb Everest" ro raise money fur
two local charities. Thirty climbers,

looking at rhe communicy and rhe
fact rhar a lot of the climbers rhat

While the climbers at Zion
Rock Gym obviously will not be
fucing rhe same extreme conditions

some fro1n the Searcy community

have come in here from other places

as those who attempt to climb the

and some from Harding, will be
attempting to raise $I ,000 each
by climbing 29,035 feer in six

have really just been accepred and
just really feel a part of Searcy,"
Hudkins said. "We wanted to
be able to do something to give
back to that.
"So basically what we did, we

real Mount Everest, rheywill still be
attempting ro undertake a daunting
and tiring task. Some of rhe climbers said rhat rhey look forward to
rhe challenge and will enjoy testing

hours, from noon to 6 p.m., on

Zion's climbing walls.
The $30,000 rhat will be raised
will be going towards rhe Christian
Health Ministry, an organization

that helps out those who can not
afford insurance and other healrh
care, and rhe Christian Camp

of us sirring around that were just

just started coming up with ideas
on what we could do with what
we've got, what we've been given

and what we've been blessed wirh;
what we could do rhat would be a
good rime but rhat would also ler

their endurance.

Climbing the real Mount
Everest is obviously incredibly

dangerous. Because of rhe very low
temperatures, any exposed skin
can become frostbitten extremely

ir. And so 'Climb Everest' was
born, just utilizing the walls here

quickly, and snow is frozen solid,
which can lead to people slipping
to rheir deaths. to breathe.
"We're doing this to try to

at Zion, indoor and outdoor."
Mo unt Everest is located in

achieve something we can't do
normally," Carlos Frogos, one

of the climbers, said. "Even

national organization," said Sean

the Himalayas, on the border
between Nepal and Tiber, China,

Hudkins, one of the owners of
Zion Rock Gym and a Harding

and is the highest mountain on
earth, when measured from sea

Ministry Association, which
tries to plant Christian camps
and use experiences like camps

to strengthen people's faith and
relationships.

"The Christian Health Ministry
ofWhite County is a non-denomiTAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
A climber trains at Zion Rock Gym during the week as Harding
students and others prepare for Saturday's fundraising climb.

graduate. "They open up a holistic
clinic that takes care of rhe needs
of people thar can't afford it and

Harding Cancels
Annual Dorm
Trick-Or-Treating

us give back to people that need

though we can't go to Mount
Everest, we can still climb just

The annual trick·or·treating
has been suspended this year,
largely because of scheduling

problems.
"Due to conflicts, we felt
li ke th is year ju st isn 't a year
to have it," Assistant Dean of

Students Sheri Shearin said.
She said that the opinions of
some students and Resident
Life Coordinators were polled,

and most agreed to not hosting
trick ·Or· treating.
Also, the trick-or.treating
would have occurred next week

during Harding's schedule al·
ready jammed with numerous
activities, including Homecom·

ing, Bison Daze and Health and
Safety Inspection.
Also taken into consider·
ation were the vast numbers
of participating children and
parents; last year, the dorms

were congested with people
shoulder to shoulder from all
over the community.

Shearin said the trick·Or·
treating in dorms was "origi·

nally designed to give a safe
place for children of faculty
and staff; it's grown so large
we hardly can accommodate

everybody."
Trick·or-treating will continue

to be evaluated each year as a
possibility.
·Samantha Ho/schbach

as high."

HU Continues Work With NASA
By JEREMY WATSON
copy editor

is the lead center in the U.S.
for robotic space exploration,
and Gary Anderson from the

Over the past several years,

University of Arkansas at Little

Harding's College of Science has
been developing relations and
collaborating on projects with
NASA, resulting in grants and
supporr for ongoing scientific
ventures.
There are four projects cur-

rently being undertaken by
students and faculty members
working together. One of the
bigger projects will be sent to

Mars, to help search for signs
of life.
Dr. Ed Wilson is leading a team
in building a laser spectrometer,
an instrument that analyzes

the amount of light that passes
through different gasses and, as
such, determines what gasses are

present. Harding is in the fourrh
year of a three-year, $670,000
grant from NASA.
"NASA cut our funds by mistake in the middle of it," Wilson
said. "They restored them, so it's

taking us longer than we would
have been."

Wilson is the principal investigator for the grant, but he
is also working with Edward
Tunsrel from the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory in California, which

skills, stuff that I wouldn't learn in
the classroom, and I really enjoy
that," Lyons said. "I feel like it's a
lot more practical, especially for

Rock.

grad school, which I'm planning

Some engineering students are
constructing a robot ro mount
the spectrometer on.
After the spectrometer is

on going to."

built, it must be tested before it
can be sent to Mars. The team
has built a special chamber
that will allow them to use the
spectrometer in an environment
like char on Mars.
"Because the atmosphere on
Mars is a hundredth of what it is
on Earth, we can't do experiments

in the lab like would be expected
on Mars," Wilson said. "Also, the
temperature is about the average
temperature of Antarctica in the
wintertime, about negative 50
degr~es Cels!.us, so we have to
cool it down.

Lyons is also one of eight
students on the rocket team

sponsored by Wilson in the
University Student Launch Initiative, the "Flying Bison ." The
USLI is a competition between
several schools around the na-

tion to build a rocket that will
fly exactly one mile high while
carrying a scientific payload.
The teams must also recover

the rocket safely. Not only do
they have to build the rocket, but
the teams have to write reports

and keep track of their projects
like they will have to in the real
world as wel!.
"The important thing about
the competition is not so much

Greg Lyons is one of the stu-

that we're building a rocket,"

dents involved in building the

W ilson said, "but we have to
write proposals, design reviews,
flight readiness reviews, final

chamber, specifically setting up
the optics and instrumentation
in the Jatter stages of the project.

He said that he enjoys working
on rhe project because it provides
valuable experience rhat he cannot
get through normal work during
school.
'Tm learning a lot of hands-on

reports and all those things that
a NASA engineer would have
to write. Ir gives the student
experience in going through a
complete engineering project
from start to finish."
see NASA page 3a

NOAH DARNELLI Pu bl ic Relations
Senior Travis Wisely applies makeup for his role as the Tin Man before the first dress rehearsal for
the Homecoming musical, "The Wizard of Oz:' The musical will run Nov. 2 and 3.
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Major Drought Plagues
Georgia, Southeast U.S.
t•

A drought of a historic magnitude has afflicted
Georgia residents to the point that Governor Sonny
Perdue declared the northern third of Georgia to
be in a state of emergency. Perdue also requested
that President Bush
declare this region a major
disaster area.
According to Georgia
officials, 38,000-acre Lake
Lanier, a major reservoir
that furnishes
3 million people with water, is in danger of drying
up within three months.
Other reservoirs are
PERDUE
also in similar conditions.
Aside from Georgia, the scope of this drought's
effect encompasses a quarter of the southeast
U.S. , including Alabama, most of Tennessee, portions of the Carolinas, Kentucky and Virginia.
The conditions for this drought were intensified
through the sizzling summer temperatures and a
drier hurricane season.
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Fall Colors Diminished

in

Compared to past years, autumn's vibrant
leaves in the northeastern portion of the U.S. are
fading, according to some observers. Climate
change has been faulted as the culprit in this alteration.
Barry Brown, a forestry professor at the University of New Hampshire, said, "The leaves fall off
without ever becoming orange or brown or red.
They just go from green to brown."
For the past four years, excluding 2004, temperatures in Burlington, Vt. have exceeded the 30year averages. Warmer temperatures detrimentally
affect fall colors. The warmer temperatures tend
to fuel fungi that harm certain tree species, like
the red and sugar maples that provide some of the
most exquisite hues. Also, the chlorophyll responsible for the green color within leaves breaks down
in fall; to facilitate this breakdown, colder temperatures are vital for speeding up this process.
This quality reduction in the fall foliage is disconcerting to those dependent upon the colors for
luring "leaf peepers," or tourists who flock to the
north woods for viewing the treetops. In Vermont,
the leaf-peeping business generates $364 million
from 3.4 million tourists.

to

Mona Lisa's Secrets
Unearthed
Parisian engineer Pascal Cotte has uncovered
clues to the famous Da
Vinci painting's origins and
significance.
Exploiting his ultra-detailed digital scans, Cotte
has devoted about 3,000
hours to scrutinizing the
imbedded layers within
the painting. His camera
is equipped with sensors
that identify light from the visible spectrum, as well
as the unseen ultraviolet and infrared ranges.
Cotte's findings concerning the Mona Lisa are
very diverse. The woman's eyebrows and eyelashes were destroyed in former restoration efforts.
Her face was previously wider, exhibiting a more
animated smile than the final outcome. She also
held a blanket that today is barely discernible. Also,
the original blue and white paints were originally
much more vibrant.

Cockatoo Entertains
Dancing dynamically to the Backstreet Boys'
music, an I I -year-old sulfur-crested cockatoo
named Snowball has attracted a large audience on
YouTube. Snowball's dance entails lifting his legs,
head-bobbing, flaring his crest and bowing at the
song's end.
l
When Irena Schulz, the current owner of
Snowball, first received him, the previous owner
included a CD with instructions detailing Snowball's
response.
"I'm thinking, What on Earth is this? This is unreal,"' Schulz said upon her first viewing of Snowball's
vigorous dance display.
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A student trudges through the heavy rain that has fallen continuously on the Harding campus over the past few days, transforming the main '
walkways into waterways. The rain added extra difficulties to an already challenging Club Week.

"It's antithetical to everything this country stands
for."
-Michael B. Mukasey, Attorney General nominee, voicing
his opinion on the grounds of
torturing suspected terrorists.

"My mom and dad came
to this country in pursuit
of the American dream.
And guess what happened. They found the
American dream to be
alive and well right here
in Louisiana."
-Newly elected Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal, the
state's first non-white leader
since the Reconstruction, the
son of Indian immigrants.

OCT.26
CAB EventTBA

"This is a really special
event for us. There are
enough women in the
program that coincidentally this can happen ...
it says a lot about the
first 50 years of spaceflight that this is where
we're at."
-NASA shuttle commander Pamela Melroy, referring to
the event that two woman would
be in charge of two spacecraft
simultaneously for the first time
in history.

"Cute little fellow."
-President Bush, on the
screech owl he held at a wildlife
refuge as part of his weekend
of birdwatching to publicize new
conservation efforts.

OCT.27
Volleyball

"Today will be remembered as a turning point
in the fight against global
warming."
-California Senator
Barbara Boxer, remarking on a
bipartisan Senate bill suggesting
limits on greenhouse gases.
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Men's Clubs Meet

OCT.30
Volleyball
vs. Henderson State, 7 p.m.

ICC,4p.m.
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"It looked like the end of
the world."
-Firefighter Mitch
Mendler, concerning the fires in
Southern California that have
displaced 250,000 people.

"What fell faster? My
body or the scores? I'm
not sure."
-Singer Marie Osmond,
joking about her fainting spell
on "Dancing with the Stars."

OCT.28
No Events

vs. Texas A&M, 2 p.m.

OCT. 29

29

th.

th

an

Bison Football
vs. Henderson State, 3 p.m.

- The current number of
Harding social clubs.

I Public Relatib'hs

OCT.31
Halloween
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TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Senior Kala McNally carries the football, while junior Brittney Bowie and senior MacKenzie McCoy block for her along the way. The
ihree girl s play A Team flag football for Delta Gamma Rho.

NASA: Building Rockets Combines Education And Fun
Wright from UALR is actually
the principal investigator, but
Wilson collaborates with him.
Analyzing the plumes will allow
sc ientists to make chem more
environmentally ftiendly and give
them more thrust.
Hybrid rockets use both a solid
fuel and a liquid fuel. A common
combination is a certain plastic
called polyethylene and liquid
nitrous oxide, which most people
know as laughing gas that they
get at the dentist.
Hardin g's research involves
non-intrusive methods that
let the researchers examine the
ct.emical reactions as they rake
place, without having to open the
rocket, by looking at the exhaust
plumes.
Brett Keller has been working
on this project since his freshman
year at Harding and is also on the
rocket ream.
He has been running and designing tests to let them achieve
their goals, as well as developing

rockets that will allow the ream
to monitor and rest rhe exhaust
plume in-Right and have the data
transmitted to a computer on
the ground.
"Hybrid motors are a proinising
area of research and engineering
for NASA and orher groups interested in space flight because rhe
motors are simpler than liquid
fuel rockets and safer than soJid
fuel rockets," Keller said.
"Our research uses spectrome'ters to look at the exhaust
plumes of small hybrid rocket
motors. Spectrometers can let a
researcher ana!y-Le the chemical
composition of a gas or a flan1e,
so we can nieasure the concentration of[chemicals) that turn into
something else once they leave
rhe plume.
"Understand ing the concentrations ... allows us to get
a better understanding of how
hybrid rocket morors work, and
ultimately allows people to create
higher performance, safer and more

environmentally-friendly rocket
motors. So while the research we
do involves small rocket motors
that are often fired indoors, NASA
funds it because the basic research
is applicab le '?, a large range of
rocker motors.
The last major project that
Harding is working on in collaboration with NASA is studying
armospheric chemical reactions to
discover pollutants in the air.
Wilson and hi s team have
builr several apparatus and the
instrumentation to measure
these substances, and their findings have been published several
times in the Journal of Physical
Chemistry.
"We're tryi ng ro find our how
long these things last in rh e atmosphere before they're cleaned
our," Wilson said.
Wilson said that H arding has
enjoyed its productive relationship
with NASA over the years, and
rhar he believes it will continue
through the foreseeable futu re.

Concert Choir Postpones Pri,son Concert
By LEAH FAUST
art editor
The annual prison concert of a
university performing group was
postponed indefinitely because
of a recent change in the prison's
management.
The Harding University Concert Choir planned on performing
Oct. 16 at the Arkansas Department
of Correction McPherson Unit, an
all-women's prison.
For rhe past three years, the
Concert Choir has perform ed for
the most privileged of the prison's
seven pods.
Harding music d epartment
chair and the choir's director, Dr.
Arthur L. Shearin, received word
this week from his contact at the
prison, Chaplin Kenneth DeWitt,

that the Department of Correccions had recenrly instated two
new \vardens.
Shearin considered the nc"\v
wardens' hesitancy to allow
the group to come a legitimate
concern.
"Neither has seen an BO-member
choir walk into a prison before,
and they are not yet comfortable
with the notion," he said.
Shearin first became involved
with the prison through Retta
Dean, a member of the College
Church of Christ. Dean had received a letter from an inmate who
currently resides in the McPherson
Unit. The inmate began her own
ministry within the prison and directs
a choir of30 to 40 voices as well as
a singing choir and quartet.

3a

WAREHOUSE: Help Needed

Flag On The Play

CONTINUED from 1a
The members of the "Flying
Bison" said that building rockets
combines education, experience
and fun to give ch em valuable
practice in what they will likely
be doing in the future.
"]get to collaborate with a lot
of other students and professionals
and learn about different things
about rocketry and how a professional engineer would actually do
stuff," Lyons said. "l think both
of those are really beneficial to me
and I have fun doing them . I'm
glad Dr. Wilson is putting forth
the effort to make those things
available."
Another grant char Harding
is getting from NASA involves
studying and analyzin g the fire
chat comes out of th e back of
hybrid ro ckets, kno,vn as an
exhaust plume.
This is the fifth year that
Harding has received a $70,000
granr,ro develop instruments that
measu re the plumes. Andrew

Friday, October 26, 2007

Because of the success of the
Concert Choir's visits, DeWitt
is eager to bring in groups from
Harding.
"The compound has been
impressed with the young people's
communication in their abilities
to sing," DeWitr said. "We are
amazed at Harding's willingn~ss
and availability."
Shearin has encouraged other
performing groups to go to the
prison. Last year, the Concert
Choir, University Chorus, Belle
Canto and another small group of
students aH gave concerts.
''You bring a ray ofsunshine and
hope to women whose Ii ves have
gone bad through the decisions
they've made and give them an hour
of entertainment and diversion,"

CONTINUED from 1 a
"We have an
"John has the confidence of
opportunity here to
the government," Eads said. "Jn
let a lot of different
fact, he is teaching one of the
congregations
secretaries in Washington how
to do her job since this billion
participate in
dollar program was handed over
missionary work
to her and she didn't know exactly
w
here they couldn't
what to do.
do it alone."
"He is well acquainted with
[Arkansas Senator] Blanche Lincoln,
Don Eads
[Congressman] Vic Snyder and
college
church
elder
[Arkansas Senaror] Mark Pryor
so there's a lot of help char we can
Although the warehouse is now
get from those sources when we owned by the College C hurch,
really get started."
Eads sa id the project requires
Eads said the space is already teamwork from all churches in
being used, despite the fuct that the area.
it is still in dire need of clean"We have an opporrunity here to
ing and renovation. Though let a lot of different congregations
rhere is still work to be done, participate in missionary work
Eads said he appreciates how where they couldn't do it alone
Harding students have already because they just couldn't afford
gotten involved.
it," Eads said. "This is something
"[Wirh Bisons for Christ]
rhar was almost handed to us
we had about 70 students come and forced us ro cake it because
help," Eads said. "Nicky Boyd it meshed so well [with w hat
brought his club over and they intended ro do]."
worked like Trojans cleaning
Driving through small-town
up rhar old warehouse. r was so Judsonia, one might take a second
impressed with all the students. look at an olcl green warehouse.
They came not to socialize but inside its doors, dedicated volunt=-s
to work. "
pack container after container with
Eads said they are notified much-needed supplies.
ahead of rime on when to expect
Afr er three to five mon rhs,
the loading trucks and that having these containers finall y do reach
students help load would make their destinations. When these
the process much easier.
people open up these containers,
"We'il be able to feed them alier th ey are opening up more than
they load-ir'H be a celebration," earthly necess ities - they are
Eads said. "Everyone that has seen opening up doors to knowledge
it is enthused abour it so, ro me, about God and the people who
it is a win-win situation."
serve him.

Aramark
Makes Changes
A group of students
representing the entire Harding student body met with
members of ARAMARK to
discuss possible improvements
to rhe cafeteria food.
Some ofthe changes have
already been implemented,
others will transpire soon
and the latest changes will
take place in early spring.
Some of the more notable
changes are as follows:
• More seasoning added
to entrees and vegetables
• Vegetables will be
prepared with more care,
especially regarding <loneness and the draining of
water.
• More bananas will be
offered, pears will be added
and other hard fruits may
be added later on. Seasonal
fruits will also be present.
• The quality of rolls
(softness, \Varmth) will be

improved.
• A larger quantity of
ice cream will be offered to
reduce instances of running
out; cu rrent cookies will
be switched to the Oris
Spunkmeye r brand.
• Improved communication between students and
cafeteria staff will occur
• Meat, such as di~,ed
ham and occasionally 0
diced chicken, added to
salad bar
• 2 free passes per semester
given to students who accidentally forget ID card
• Greater flexibility in
allowing others into cafeteria as guests by swiping
ID card
• Honey, more Cinna1non Toast C runch cereal,
healthier cereal varieties, and
a hot chocolate machine
will be added in varying
degrees.

Shearin said. "It also gives most
of the choir members their first
exposure to prison life."
Shearin continues to be in
communication wirb DeWitt and
the inmate and hopes to be able to
perfonn sometime next semester after
the transition in administration is
complete. The last letter Shearin
received expressed eagerness to see
the choir again.
Sop homore Kalin Caruthers
was disappointed when she heard
the news of rbe concert's indefinite
postponement.
"I wan ted the new members
to experience what I experienced
last year," Caruthers said. "It's
the best audience we'll eve r have.
The women rake to h eart what
\Ve say. "

NON-CREDIT ONLINE COURSES
Enhance your skills 2417
right from your home or dorm room
Advantage, REALTORS"
!~ Owned

and ~atsd

Judy tloggard ·GA<CAS
ExecuWe Broker

cat50t.593.1 600
Email: judylhoggardtea.COO'I

All oourses begin on V\lednesday and run for six
weeks. Each course conslsJs of 12 tessons and
can be accessed over the Internet at any time of
day or night. All courses require Internet access.
e-mail, and a Netscape or Internet Explorer \M3b
browser.

Hundreds of courses to choose from:
Web Design
Office: 501.268.3335
www.hoqparrlteam.com

Leam to Buy/Sell cm e&ty
Digital Photography & V'ideo
Creative Wrlting/Publlshlng
Resume Writing
"Get Paid to Travel" .

"Get Assertive"
And Many More ...

The Real Estate Leaders

View complete catalog and register onllne at
www.ed2ao.com.'hardlm:iu

·teases1 & 2 wBedrooms
I Carport!

6, 9 12 Mo.

SCENIC AREA
- -- -LAUN DRY
- - -- -CLUB HOUSE
- -- --PRIVATE POOL

501.268.6296
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Lions And Tigers And Bears, Oh My!

NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations
Sophomore Alex Ritchie performs a scene from "The Wizard of Oz" during a recent dress rehearsal. Ritchie plays the part of the
Cowardly Lion in this year's Homecoming musical, which opens Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. (Left picture) Sophomore Haley Jane Witt takes on
her role as the Wicked Witch of the West. To purchase tickets for the musical, go to www.hardingtickets.com.

Regina Celebrates 60 Years Of Friendship, Memories
By CARA GUGLIELMON

student reporter
Walking into the student center
from the gray sky and freezing rain
and then trying to weave through
masses of excited students with
pledge books is not the easiest thing
in the world. Neither is dub week.
Bur many people would say that
joining a social club is worth the
week's demands.
I get a glimpse of why people
will persevere through this week as I
look passed the flurry of social club
activity and focus on individuals.
Above the steps by the Harding
University Mini Marr, two girls are
deeply engaged in a conversation.
One, with brown hair tucked behind
her ears, talks earnestly about some
concern to her friend. As her voice
rises up and down, her friend listens
and nods in understanding. These
rwo girls are in Regina. Relationships
like theirs are why the stress of club
week is worth it.
What these two girls are doing
is what the apostle Peter told his
friends to do. In 1 Peter 4:12, he
says, "God has given each of you a
gift. Use it to help each other. This
will show God's loving favor."
Social clubs provide an opportunity for students to help each
other with the various abilities
God has given them. The girls in
Regina have been demonstrating
that for over half a century.
This month, Regina will
celebrate its 60th anniversary by
hosting a brunch at former sponsor Bessie May Pryor's house on
N ov. 3, Homecoming Saturday.
The brunch, hosted by current
members of Regina, will run from
10 a.m. until noon.
All former dub members have
been invited and the event is being
advertised through the Alumni
office. The brunch will nor only
give members a chance to celebrate
their club's longevity, bur will also
allow new and current memhers or
.sponsors to meet past members and
enjoy the company of friends.
Formed in 1947 when there
was a need .for another girl's dub
on campus, Regina w:is started

with five girls and grew to about
14 when they inducted their first
pledge class. Now, Regina is a
medium-sized club. Pearl Latham
and Catherine Root were the first
sponsors, but during the second
semester of the club's existence,
when Latham and Root ended
their sponsorships, the club asked
Pryor to be their sponsor. She accepted and has stayed with them
for about 40 years.
Recognized by their crowns,
roses and club colors of navy blue
and white, Regina bases its goals
on the wise and godly woman in
Proverbs 31. The crown symbolizes
royalty, a nod to the club's name
which means "Queen" in Larin.
Regina girls look to Queen Esther,
as well as the Proverbs 31 woman,
as a Biblical example to follow.
Members are "queens" and new
members are "princesses."
"Once a queen, always a queen,"
former member Lisa Burley said.
Regina's pearl represents purity.
Their colors have similar meaning, as white conveys purity and
virtue and navy blue stands for
steadfastness and courage. The
roses which new members receive
are the clubs' Bower and s}'mbolize
sweetness and endurance.
With their dub motto, "Others
Before Ourselves," it is no wonder
that Regina began primarily as a
service club. Over the years, they
have blended social activities with
service but still maintain the goal
of service.
"They were a type of club
that did for others," Pryor said.
"They had all kinds of projects
helping others. It wasn't a social
club really."
The Regina Spirit Award is one
example ofa serviaxentered activity
blended with the social aspects of
campus. Begun in 1952, the award
is given yearly to cwo outstanding
seniors not in Regina or their brother
club Chi Sigs who exemplify the
Harding spirit ofChristian service,
attitude and school spirit.
Regina's service projects have
mduded helping a fumily throughout
the '80s with an adult handicapped
son, cleaning Ptyor's house every

semester fur many years, car hopping
at Sonic to raise money for multiple
projects - including support for
a fumily who needed assistance for
cancer treatments - and singing
at Harding Place monthly, among
many others.
Regina is known among women
faculty at Harding as a club that
appreciates the faculty and staffs
hard work. For three years, the
ladies of Regina have offered a Spa
Day of free pedicures, manicures
and massages to women faculty
and staff to show their thanks for
and honor the work the women
do. Bible professor Dr. Sherry
Pollard asked Regina to conduct
a Spa Day for ministers' wives
during the most recent Harding
Lectureship Series.
Branching out into the commuphoto courtesy ofTori Chittam
nity, for many years Regina, with Seniors Katie Paul, Katherine Milner, Cynthia Jordan, soph. Sarah Crowder and graduate Michelle Staggs
their brother club Chi Sigs, helped attend Regina's 2007 Formal. The social club is celebrating its 60th anniversary.
Royal Foods from Jacksonville host
"We didn't have 'functions' but Ann Dixon said.
made Regina into the family of
an annual picnic for the industry's
'activities' in those day," former
The
persistent
servant
attitude
encouragement
and the pillar of
employees where they serve food,
that characterizes Regina may be social club history that it is. Rich
operate game booths and play with member Lisa Engel said.
Some of the changes have one reason why the club is still memories, hilarious stories and
employees' children. Through sercome from Harding's evolution.
thriving after 60 years. Dixon said reminiscent tears offormer members
vice projects, Regina has gained a
lnstead of using their musical abil- that the club's longevity comes - all these things spring &om the
reputation in the commw1ity.
from its "long tradition of service diverse and service-focused fabric
"Back when I was a Regina ity in special chapel programs, the
to others." Centered around that has made up Regina.
university
encouraged
the
clubs
to
sponsor, people would ask me
"I remember '&auxJeremy catchchannel those talents into six out service, the friendships built in
about Regina's doing things like
of seven Spring Sing wins during Regina are what Pryor believes ing on fire,"' Richardson said. "It was
baby-sitting for people at church
Thursday night ... and the luau of
have sustained the club.
mostly and for faculty children," the '80s.
"Some ofmy favorite memories
Most members and sponsors pledge week ... [and] there were tiki
Pryor said.
are of working hard together on overwhelmingly credit the sponsors, torches.... [The] next thing we see
Regina'.s influence reaches beyond
U.S. borders. Along with Chi Sigs, a medley of songs for chapel," and especially Pryor's long-term is Beaux Jeremy in flames ... I think
former member Suzanne Casey commitment to the club, her it was on his jacker. ... and he was
they started the "Smile for a Child"
example of leadership, her care running arow1d while we tried not
project in 2006, sending boxes of said.
In
past
years,
the
club
would
and concern for the girls and the to laugh because we were supposed
Christmas presents to children in
spend the night at Pryor's house sense of identity she provided to be serious."
Nicaragua to be distributed by the
From messy wars with Shantih
and enjoy a night of girl-time to the club with helping Regina
organization Misi6n para Cristo.
during club week and helping
and fellowship. These nights thrive for 60 years.
This club of servants knows
" Bessie Mae was a sponsor to make Spring Sing the show
how to have fun. In addition to changed with Harding's growth,
for decades and decades, and that it is to Pryor's famed parties
as
Pryor
and
her
husband
moved
last Friday's Corn Maze function,
from their two-story house to with consistency like that, a club and food, Regina has provided
Regina's activities have included
a
nearby street so that Harding flourishes and thrives .... She is a much of the joy, laughter, and
roller-skating functions, annual
could
build the Mclnteer Bible legend in her own time," former friendship that Harding's social
parties for different holidays,
clubs can offer.
Building
in what once was their member Casey said.
"Anne of Green Gables" parties,
Pryor's influence extends to
"I don't know what I would've
spring semester banquets, log house's plor..
Throughout
the
changes
that
today,
20
years
after
the
end
of
done
without Regina," Pryor said.
cabin devotionals and an annual
inevitably
come
in
over
half
a
her
sponso'rship.
"'lhey
made me so happy."
trip to Petit Jean State Park.
decade, the service-oriented heart
"She's still here and we still
Imparting
joy to other people
With numerous annual events
of the club has survived.
go visit her," recent graduate is what all groups of Christians,
and over a decade of history,
"Events have changed but the and former member Lindsay including social clubs, are supposed
Regina is a club that cherishes·
· spirit of the club remains intact," Richardson said.
to do. Regina has done this--and
traditions. Yet some things have
Commitments like Pryor'.s have so should we.
club sponsor and Library Director
changed over its 60 years.

Get Your Game Face On!

I

n February 2008 Harding University's Cannon-Clary
Colleg~ of Educati~n ~ill be reviewed by the National

Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. All
institutions are requJred to solicit third-party comments on
the quality of their programs as part of the accreditation
review process. Harding's College of Education invites comments by alumni, school administrators or other interested
individuals regarding the status of its educator preparation
programs. Comments should be sent prior to Dec. 31. Thirdparry comments are part of the data NCATE considers in
evaluating an institution's effectiveness in preparing educators.
Written comments should be sent to:
Board of Examiners
c/o NCATE
2010 Massachusetts Ave. N.W, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20036-1023;
or leave comments at NCATE.org.
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Members of the Rhodes Rowdies start the season off right at last Monday's Midnight Madness. With painted faces and lots of enthusiasm, the group cheered on the men and women's basketball teams. Midnight Madness signifies the start of basketball practice.
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izard of Oz" during a recent dress rehearsal. Ritchie plays the part of the
ich opens Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. (Left picture) Sophomore Haley Jane Witt ta kes on
tickets for the musical, go to www.hardingtickets.com.
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Ann Dixon said.
The persistent servant arrirude
chat characterizes Regina may be
one reason why che club is srHI
thdving after 60 years. Dixon said

that the club's longevity comes
from its "long tradition of service
to others." Centered around
service, the friendships built in
Regina are what Pryor believes
have sustained the club.
Most members and sponsors
overwhelmingly credit the spomor>,
and especially Ptyor's long-rerm
commitment to the club, her
example of leadership, her care
and concern for the girls and the
sense of identity she provided
to the club wirh helping Regina
rhrive for 60 years.
"Bessie Mae was a sponsor
for decades and decades, and
wirh consistency like rhat, a club
flourishes and thrives .... She is a
legend in her own time," former
member Casey said.
Pryor's influence ex rends to
today, 20 years after the end of
her sponso"rship.
"She's still here and we still
go visit her," recenr graduate
and former member Lindsay
Richardson said.
Commitments like Pryor's have

made Regina into the fam ily of
encouragement and the p illar of
sociaJ club history char it is. Rich
inemories, hilarious stories and
remini-.cent tt'at'S offormer members
-all rhese things spring fro m rhe
diverse and service-focused fabric
that ha. made up Regina.
"lremember'BeauxJeremycatchingonfue,"' Richard.on said. "!twas
Thursday night ... and rhe luau of
pledge week ... [and] rherewere tiki
torches.... [The] next thing we see
is Beaux Jeremy in flames ... I think
it was on his jacket.... and he was
running around while we tried not
to laugh beciuse we were supposed
to be serious."
From messy wars wirh Shantih
during club week and helping
to make Spring Sing the show
that it is to Pryor•s famed parries
and food, Regina has provided
much of the joy, laughte r, and
friendship that Harding's social
clubs can offer.
"I don't know what I would've
<lone without Regina," Pryor said.
"They made me so happy."
Imparting joy co other people
is what all groups of Ch ristians,
includingsocialclubs,aresupposed
to do. Regina has done rhis--and
so should we.

JONATHAN LINDSAY I Petit Jean
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Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took g ood care of you.

JONATHAN LINDSAY I Petit Jean

CALL
EXT.
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600 S. Remington

600 South Remington • Searcy, A rkansas • (501 ) 279· '4 34 1
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ght at last Monday's Midnight Madness. With painted faces and lots of enbasketball teams. Midnight Madness signifies the start of basketball pra ctice.
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(And you didn't have to worry about the money!)
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus newspaper, edited and largely financed by
students, seeking to provide highquality journalistic discussion of
issues of concern to the Harding
community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned
in the classroom.
The Bison recognizes its responsibility to be accurate, fair
and objective in its repo rting
wh ile upholding the Chri stian
ideals for which Harding Univer- ·
sity exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum
for student perspectives, welcoming
letters to the editor which adhere to
ethical and professional standards
and are no more than 300 word s
in length.
Signed columns appearing in the
Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official policy of
the Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent
the view of the editorial board.
The Bison is published weekly
(except during breaks, test weeks
and summer sessions) by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription rate: $1Oper year.
Periodica l post age (USPS
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143.
Postmaster: Send address changes
to Harding University Box 11192,
Searcy, AR 72149-0001. Contact
the Bison office at 501-279-4139
or 501-279-4471 or send faxes to
501 -279-4127.

LEITER POLICY
The Bison welcomes
your views on issues of
interest to the Harding
community. Letters to
the editor from students,
faculty, administrators and
the Searcy community are
encouraged.
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone number for
verification and be no more
than 300 words in length.
The Bison reserves the
right to edit letters for style,
clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor may
be submitted to HU Box

111 92.

The Gre'a t Mall In The Sky

A

TTENTION CONSUMERS: The latest conspiracy
theory
in America is taking place,
leaving many robbed of brain cells
and big bucks. And it's happening
at 35,000 feet. Somewhere between
the flight attendant's monologue
and the second Nabisco snack pack,
passengers become disoriented and
fall into the ultimate trap: reaching
for that SkyMall magazine. Exactly
what h appens next, n o one knows.
But th ree easy payments of $39.95
later, the person looks to their
spouse and says, "We now own a
Turbo-Groomer Cobalt nose-hair
trimmer."
My first encounter with SkyMall
magazine was during a flight to Little
Rock on an American Eagle aircraft
(which felt more like an American
Sparrow). I became entranced by the
glossy paper and glowing smiles of
pajama models, narrowly escaping
the purch ase of a marshmallow gun
with a range of over 30 feet. Luckily
for me, the marshmallows were not
included.
SkyMall was created by Bob
Worsley in 1989 to allow flyers
to order products using airplane
telephones. Today, the magazine
appears on most major airlines,
tempting 1. 7 million people a
day to buy their very own hand
carved statue of Don Quixote.
While products seem random,
ranging from the ch ildren's ATM
bank to the voice activated R2-D2
- programmed to "dance while
p laying the famed cantina music" - th emes do emerge, usually
involving more travel cushions
and ways to survive the apocalypse
(see Holiday 2006' issue's "gravitydefying boots"). Is there anything

product -

the "iPet." I explained

TYLER JONES that an iPod docking station for small

t-----------

Uncommon
Sense
"Today, SkyMall appears
on most major airlines,
tempting 1.7 million people a day to buy their very
own hand carved statue of
Don Quixote."
th at can be learned about America
from SkyMall? With help from
C laxton's Collegiate Culture Police
(the CCCP, if you will), here are
the top three SkyMall products.
First , The Motorized Snack Float:
In case your R2-D2 isn't around,
this remote control device brings
you drinks and snacks while in
the pool with "no need to paddle
around or get out."
Secondly, The Runaway Alarm
Clock: If you d are hit the snooze
button on this alarm, which has
wheels, it will roll off your nightstand and hide until you come find
it.
Finally, th e most outrageous
$99.99 ever spent is on the iCarta
Stereo Dock. "Perfect fot the man
who has everything," this system
plays your iPod while doubling as a
toilet paper dispenser (I shudder to
imagine why it's "moisture-proof") .
Now you can listen to your Elvis
playlist as the king of your own
throne.
Last week, I decided to test the
limits of SkyMall by calling Atech
Flash Technology, the people who
made the iCarta, to pitch my own

animals would be sensational. Imagine your cat creeping into the room
wearing a jacket that's actually playing
Andrew Lloyd Webber's "CATS." After two SkyMall operators loved that
idea, I was connected to a manager
who told me they already had that
product in Japan. Needless to say, I
wasn't surprised.
In Ron Rosenbaum's article on
Slate.com, he labels SkyMall as a
"techno-porn culture" that directly
reflects what Americans are caring
about. Leave it to the most materialistic country in th e world to create a
mall in the sky.
One would think that with
35,000 feet of perspective on our
tiny planet that consumerism would
lose its grip. Unfortunately, the
urge to spend $80 on "The World'.s
Smallest Indoor Remote Control
Helicopter" is often too strong.
Trends of ultimate comfort and
convenience, where we never have
to leave the pool for anything, are
replacing the natural with the iLife
(which, go figure, is a new product
from Apple in 2008). How can we
preserve our humanity without being forced to rent Will Smith's "I,
Robot" for answers?
If any of the products mentioned
above have indeed sounded interesting, please call 1-800-SKYMALL for
the newest, quickesr, smartest, biggest
and all around best-est way to lose
your check in three easy payments.
The marshmallows, of course, are not
included.

TYLER JONES is the opinions
editor for the Bison and may
contacted at tjones3@harding.edu

Salvation In A Jiffy

I

was recently converted. Not in
the normal spiritual way that
you might expect. No, this
conversion is about as close to my
spiritual conversion as the back seats
of the Benson are to the speaker.
This was a much more superficial
conversion but one that m any have
gone through, and, no doubt, many
in the future will follow in my steps
to obtain the same level of zen that I
h ave sought and fo und.
You see, I have recently converted from creamy peanut butter
to extra crunchy, and my life h asn't
been the same since.
It happened this summer when
my parents were gone to New
Zealand for five weeks, leaving me
at their new house in Oklahoma
City. With no raving social life to
enjoy, I picked up a part-time job
and started taking a French class out
of an obligatory sense of occupying
my boredo m. Without a meal plan
or a mom for five weeks, learning
how to cook became essential. After
a few minor explosions trying to
operate a gas stove and learning the
hard way not to spin automatic mixers above a bowl's rim when they're
covered with red velvet cake mix, I
decided that peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches would be quiet sufficient
to sustain me until my parents got
back.
Going to the cupboard and looking for these familiar ingredients,
I was met with a surprise: creamy
peanut butter was nowhere in sight.
Enter the extra crunchy peanut
butter. At what point my mother

NATHAN SHANK

Guest

Space
had become a proselyte of exrracrunchy-peanu t-butter-ism, I can
only guess, but it sat on the third
shelf, glowing in a nuttiness that
only George Washington Carver
could truly appreciate.
As the adage goes, "desperate
times call for desperate measures,"
and with red velvet cake mix spotting the white fridge like blood out
of a horror movie, I was desperate.
It was crunchy or bust, and I took
hold of the sacred but fearsome jar,
seizing it like Indiana Jones grasping the Holy Grail. Carpe peanut
butter. With tears bordering on
terror, I dipped the butter knife
into the sticky depths and slapped
a glob onto the sliced wheat bread.
The large, possibly Planters Peanuts swimming amidst an ocean of
goo was almost too beautiful for
my worldly sensibilities. I felt like
Prometheus stealing fire from the
gods, Joan of Arc beholding her visions, Achilles being dipped into the
river Sryx and Tom Cruise writing a
million dollar check to the C hurch
of Scientology. It was religiosiry
defined anew.
I can hardly recall the scer;ie
that followed due to the ecstasy of
that moment. O ut of th e haze, I

do seem to remember eating five
peanut butter sandwiches, changing
my Facebook profile picture to Mr.
Peanut and writing a rather lengthy
letter to George Bush about the
value of extra crunchy peanut butter
in our n ation's economy. The days
that followed my conversion were
blissful, colored with making several
trips a day to the grocery to get
more peanut butter, trying different
brands to detect nuances in taste
and painting large m urals of extra
crunchy peanut butter jars on the
living room walls.
Yet, like many such conversions, my zeal soon waned and
turned from a burst of passion into
a balanced diet of excitement and
contentment. After some weeks I
stopped reading the ingredients
every day, and once-full jars soon
became hollow. I felt empry. But
every week, I would go to the
grocery on Monday morning and
evening (sometimes on Thursdays if
I were feeling especially devout) and
purchase my extra crunchy jar of
Jiffy, dropping some coins into the
cashier's hand.
Some say i:hat conversions don't
last, that once they've settled in
our stomach s, they leave us hungry agai,n. But I think those are
the people th at have only seen the
creamy, and have yet to be drawn in
by the Extra Crunchy.

NATHAN SHANK is a guest contributor for the Bison and may be
contacted at nshank@harding.edu

th all due respect to my
colleagues in the PryorEngland building, I have
decided that science has gone too
far. I'm not talking about stem cell
research, or sheep cloning, or global
warming. I'm not talking about virtual
realiry or the genome project. I'm not
even talking about the technology
behind "the clapper." Instead, I'm worried about the Critter Cam.
According to a recent ABC News
report, scientists have developed a new
method for studying the behavior of
hard-to-observe animals such as the
Hawaiian monk seal. In order to follow these animals underwater, under
rocks and on their annual migration
trips to Branson, researchers have
invented the Critter Cam. This small
camera records images, sound, temperature and movement, and can be
strapped to the seal with either a harness or a suction cup. Upon retrieving
the film, viewers can study all kinds of
previously inaccessible behavior. One
marine biologist was elated that he
could now follow the endangered seals
to better understand the forces that
endanger them.
Forces like, I don't know . . .
humans videotaping every second of
their liv'es? One researcher even said
with a straight
" Finally, scientists
face that this
attempted to conmethod was
vince a Hawaiian
"non-intrusive." No
monk seal that
doubt this man · he should post
has never had
some photos of
a plunger stuck his daily life on
to his back
Facebook."
while men in
white lab coats
watched him eat, sleep, mate and
check his email.
Now I realize that seals are notoriously uncooperative for scientific
research. They never answer surveys
questions correctly, they almost always
bark at test tubes and when placed in
a maze with a ball of cheese at the end,
they can get downright grouchy. And
because they don't speak English, seals
have a hard time pointing out that
their private lives are "nobody else's
business."
I suspect this new web cam technology went through some growing
pains. First, I'll bet researchers tried
strapping a Polaroid camera on the
seals' backs, with a string attached
to the shutter button. But since that
didn't work, they tried sending Greenwich Village performance artists in
wetsuits underwater. After observing
for a couple of hours, the artists would
return to the surface and illustrate
what they saw with an interpretive
dance. Finally, scientists attempted
to convince a Hawaiian monk seal
that he should post some photos of
his daily life on Facebook. But since
all those methods bombed, desperate
researchers (who only had a couple of
weeks before the Nobel prizes were announced) started strapping web cams
to living things.
I'm not exactly charging marine
biologists with cruelry here. When
Bill Murray wanted to staple a pair of
anders to a mouse's head in the movie
"Scrooged," now that was animal
cruelry. But I do know what will
come next if scientists get away with
this critter cam business. The "Seals
Gone Wild" DVD: "Now, for the first
time, you can see what really happens underwater at night! It's raw, it's
uncensored, and you will have to see it
to believe it!" The commercials for this
video will run late at night (that's after
8:00 p .m . in Searcy) and will feature
pixilated images of seals chomping
live fish, relaxing belly-up in the sun
and otherwise parrying like it's 1999.
Which is exactly what the DVD will
cost, plus $2 shipping and handling.
And I can't even talk about the deleted
scenes.
We've got to put a stop to this. It
will take hundreds ofyears for seals to
evolve suction-cup-resistant backs, so we
have to act now. Someone should put an
anti-critter-cam petition on Facebook,
right next to the pictures of Billy the
Seal's spring break trip to Cancun.
MICHAEL C LAXTON is an assistant professor of Engl ish and a frequent contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at mclaxto1 @
harding.ed u
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From Italia With Love

The Window

A

I I

'This is a really special
vent for us. There are
ough women in the
gram that coincidenly this can happen ...
1t says a lot about the
first 50 years of spaceflight that this is where
we're at."
-NASA shuttle commander Pamela Melroy, referring to
the event that two woman would
be in charge of two spacecraft
simultaneously for the first time
in history.

"Cute little fellow."
-President Bush, on the
screech owl he held at a wildlife
refuge as part of his weekend
Jf birdwatching to publicize new
:onservation efforts.

OCT.27
Volleyball

"Today will be remembered as a turning point
in the fight against global
warming."
-California Senator
Barbara Boxer, remarking on a
bipartisan Senate bill suggesting
limits on greenhouse gases.

"It looked like the end of
the world."
-Firefighter Mitch
Mendler, concerning the fires in
Southern California that have
displaced 250,000 people.

,

"What fell faster? My
body or the scores? I'm
not sure."
-Singer Marie Osmond,
joking about her fainting spell
on "Dancing with the Stars."

OCT.28
No Events

vs. Texas A&M, 2 p.m.
Bison Football
vs. Henderson State, 3 p.m.

OCT.30
Volleyball

OCT.31
Halloween

vs. Henderson State, 7 p.m.

ICC,4p.m.

-----------------------------~

community at Harding {for example,
mares ralked abour; srruggling with
foreign students or citize ns who have
not understanding about issues surgrown up in an international setting).
rounding the Vietnam war; struggling
4. Meet from time to time with
with firsr hand experience of the racial
tensions, etc. Ir was a different and
their own peers who had the internanew world to me. I was fortunate to
tional experience.
5. Provide meal opportunities with have four siblings with whom I could
share this new culrural bombardmenr.
a taste of food from their host country.
I was fortunate to have friends at
6. Provide oprional trips to local
sites connected \Vi th their host country church who accepted me and enjoyed
(like museums, concercs, etc.).
hearing about my life in Italy.
I thought
Mona and I contin"How can we meet the
about my perue to be blessed by the
needs of foreign students, students and teachers
sonal experience
over the years
students returning from an with whom we share
with the crossinternational experience and rhe HUF program.
We have shared rhe
cultural phecross-culture students?"
nomena. 'When
experience with over 50
groups and more than
I returned co rhe
United Stares from Italy in 1970, I was 2,000 srudenrs. We have another grear
12 years old. We moved to Slidell, La.,
group chis fall and are off to a great
where my dad concinued his doctoral
start. We will go together this morning
studies at the Bapcist Seminary in
co Florence Religious Center. We wi l1
New Orleans. I starred school at St.
visit the Museum of the Works of the
Tammany Jr. High. I can remember
Duomo featuring Michelangelo's third
feeling really out of place. [ had come
Pieta, and various works by Ghiberti
from having almost all Italian friends,
and Donatello. We wil1 also vis it the
Florence Cath edral, "the Duomo" and
living an Italian lifestyle, watching
very little TY, playing mainly soccer,
the Florence Baprisrry. The srudenrs
eating mainly pasta, etc. I remember
have a scavenger h unt assignment
struggling with the English language;
starting with a m eal experience at
struggling with not knowing about the resraura!'lrs like "I Quattro Leoni/'
"Gozzi" and "Del Pennello."
TV shows my new friends and class

ROBBIE SHACKELFORD is the
director of Harding's international
program in Florence, Italy. He may
be contacted at rshackelford@
hardin g-ti renze.org

One Nation UnderTitle 11
Uncovering Consumer Theology And What This Means For Modern America

n modern American society, religion, by its
textbook definition , has raken a backseat to
the dominant consumer-driven marke[. Consumerism in American society is rhe real religion.
Though it may be at rimes blanketed wich religious
sentiments, in realiry it is a m arket-driven, cutthroat "consumer rheology." lnsread of an American
society based on che holy sacraments of Chriscianiry,
America has begotten its own form of sacramental
practices. There are four Holy Sacraments of Alt1erican Consumerism.
The first of the four sacraments is of a secularized
American society. The American society is becoming
ever-more secularized as it progresses through the
ages. America's commercial binge has transformed
things char once carried a religious connotation co
thi;J'gs' that carry a direct commer~ial relation•hip .. "
. Christmas is now a holiday for the- stock marker,
not recognition of the newborn Christ. Easter is a
day of candy binge earing, precipitated by a life-size
rabbit visiting your home to leave an Easter basket
and hide some colorful eggs in the backyard. Most
people don't even know char Easter is intended to
commemorate che Resurrection of Chrisc. Sundays
are no longer preserved as purely holy and fumily
days. Many businesses remain open during normal
businesses hours and consumers are more than
happy to shop at these businesses.
The second sacra!llenc is a more politically
charged one. Thar is the assertion that religious
groups, in America, are used by political parties to
garner support and leverage in the American politi-

I

My life now is a daily mixrure of
rwo cultures: rhe H UF students and
Italians. I feel blessed to be able to
stay in rouch with both cultures. My
boys, David and Jonathan , living and
working in Little Rocis:., have a need
to stay in touch with both cultures.
Many other young adults who live
in the states, even in Searcy, struggle
with rhis need. The challenge ro the
reader is: ho'v can we meet the needs
of foreign students, students returning
from an international experience and
cross-cultu re students?
The sun is rising right now casting
shadows of the olive trees on the east
side and of the HUF Villa. A cool
fal l breeze is making the tops of the
cypress trees sway back and forth. This
scene makes me want to pull out my
paints ro paint a landscape. One of the
HUF students is sirting outside with
her wireless laprop talking on Skype
with someone back hom e. The breakfast crew has already started preparing
caffe latte. O ur day here in Italy has
begun.
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STEVEN DENNEY
should be
obvious
(especially
at Harding)
char the
conservative right
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" Events such as the Nationthe right-wing
al Day of Prayer are used to
Christians as
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one of their
to citizens, while the govconstituency
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abortion. The
------------evidence char supports their manipulation is rhe facr
that since their adoption by the 'conservative right,
the three of the lase four presidents have represented
the religious right with promise of adopting more
socially conservative values.
The truth is over the last decade, the religious righr's
promises of social reform have failed to become reality.
Ir has been quire the contrary. Same sex marriages have
some form of legitimacy in 10 American stares, and
the righc to abortion has only been substantiated since
Roe v. Wade. Political parties say whatever is necessary
co gain the support of a certain constituency base, even
if that means manipulating the religious right or any
ocher religious consriruency.
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Space

The third Sacramenc in American consumerism
is that religion is a compartmenralized comfort-cue.
Karl Marx once said that "religion is the opiate of the
masses." The government will guise itself as religiously
motivated when it seems politically appropriate and advantageous. Events such as the National Day of Prayer
are used to provide a sense of comfort to citizens, while
the government goes on its daily task of war mongering, nation-building and rendition operations.
The fourth Sacrament is a sort of all-encompassing notion, that realpolirik is the only real god ro
America. The ideal rhar rhe ends (marker profit, oil,
nation-building, democracy, terrorist eradication,
etc.) justify rhe means - even if rhar enrai ls urilizing
human beings as the principal means - is rhe pre. · po 1inc
· · al parad'1gm. Am enca
· is
· not
. Am encan
va1.1tog
' a 1nat1on"1U
. ' II o fa! Ui1JtSt1~\.!..1u;.sti1ai;is.
. . re_, .
WI
.
".weareanation
full of Machiavellians and Kissengerians who favor a
utilitarian policy over a Christian theology.
Americans' are obsessed with temporal immediacy, which we rely on every d ay. In America, majorirarianism rules, and the majority seeks their selfish,
egotistic and consumer satisfying desires, because
that is the essence of American consumerism. The
American society is built upon and runs according ro
rhe laws of supply-and -demand, advertisement and
credic cards. For more insight into this "consumer
rheology." see Tide 11 of United States Code.

STEVEN DENNEY is a guest contributor for
the Bison and may be contacted at sdenney@
harding.edu

America's Next Top Desirable Corpse

subscribe co an interesting magazine
Cryonics is based on the idea rhat humans in the future will be much more
JEREMY WATSON
called Menral_Floss, and this month
advanced than we are now, and as such, able to cure diseases and revive che dead,
they had a feature called the "Golden
in wharever form that rakes. Some people opr to have their bodies or, as in WilLobe Awards," a series of accolades in
liams' case, just their heads frozen in hopes of waking up so metime in the future
honor of brains. There are categories such
ro jer packs and robots. Nor many famous people have been pur on ice in this
as "Mose Obnoxious Prisoner" Qulius
way. Although there have been rumors that Robert H einlein, a prolific science
Caesar) and the "Craziest Rumor that
fiction writer from the 20th century, and Wair Disney were, these are not true.
Turned Our To Be True'' (the duckbilled
They were both cremated, and Disney's ashes are resting in a cemetery in Los
platypus). However, one award specifically caught my eye: the "Mosr Desirable
Angeles, while Heinlein's were s'cattered over the Pacific Ocean.
Corpse."
Vladimir Lenin - Of course, you can't have a discussion of interesting corpses
This dubious honor went to Abraham Lincoln, whose body was moved to a
without mentioning Lenin. Lenin died at rhe age of 53 on Jan. 21, 1924. His
new location 17 times. Apparently the mausoleum he was placed in started fallofficial cause of death \Vas listed as a fourth srroke 1 bur many theories based
ing apart, which made his family move him around while it \Vas repaired. There
on documents fo und after the fall of the U.S.S.R. claim rhar he had syphilis.
were also multiple plots to steal his body (none of which were
Regardless, after his death, his body was embalmed and placed
" Maybe my body should be on display for mourners to view. By mid-M~ch, more than
successful).
preserved, covered in con- 100,000 people had already visited, and there were more than
After reading about the remains of the man who made the
crete and placed as a statue 10 million visitors berween 1924 and 1972. Every year, Lenin's
stovepipe hat look good, my mind srarred wandering to other
famous corpses that have some sort of story behind them. In
in some garden. Or maybe corpse is re-embalmed ro keep it looking as fresh as the day he
the spirit of Halloween, I rhoughr I would share a few of those. I'll just donate my corpse to died.
•
Frederick I Barbarossa - Frederick was the Holy Roman
All
rhese
weird
corpses
make
me
rhink
of how I will wanr
'
Body Worlds ..."
Emperor during part of the lace 12th century. While returning
ro be treated afrer I die. Maybe my body should be preserved,
from a campaign in l 190, he jumped into the Saleph River in
covered in concrece and placed as a statue in some garden. Or
full plate armor. While the warer was only hip deep, some speculate that his age
maybe I'll just donate my corpse to Body Worlds, the co ntroversial exhibit that
(he was 64 at the rime) and maybe a heart attack, combined with rhe weight
displays real bodies preserved through the use of plastics with skin pulled back
of the armor, caused him to d ro\vn. Then comes the scrange pare. In order ro
and organs exposed. And rhere's rhe ever-popular cremation, with oh-so-many
preserve his body to take ic to Jerusalem to be buried, Barbarossa was basically
different things co do with your ashes, like be turned into diamonds, a painting
pickled in a barrel full of vinegar. This didn't quite work, however, so his skin
or a !or of pencil~.
was placed in Antioch, his bones in Tyre and his organs in Tarsus.
Well, whatever happens, I guess it won't really bother me. Dead people don't
Ted Williams - While famous for his oursranding career in baseball , W ilsay much.
liams is also sometimes known for something a bit more unique. After his death
JEREMY WATSON is the copy editor for the Bison and may contacted at
on July 5, 2002, Ted Williams' head was removed from his body and placed in
jwatson@harding.edu
cryonic suspension.
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AMANDA PRUITT

The Fish
Wrap

HUF Director Offers Suggestions For Coping With Re-Entry Culture Shock

r a recent Inrernarional Studies
Conference hosted by Hard
ing at the Florence campus,
Mona and I met wirh directors oflnrernarional Studies from sister schools
in Italy. We discussed the problems
that students face when returning
ro th e States from their experience
abroad. I have ofren received emails
from former HUF srudenrs who hurt
for someone with whom to share their
experience or who just miss being in
Italy and traveling in Europe. They say
that they miss rhe HUF villa group
activities and closeness, the food, the
scenery and the excitement of travel.
My question is, "What are we doing about this?" It would be interesting to create a survey with questions
d ealing with re-entry culture shock
from our srudy abroad programs ro see
how students who suffer deal with this
phenomena. Some suggestions char
were made at the International Studies
Conference were:
1. Create an International Studies
association with sub-chapters from
each country or study abroad location.
2. Create opportunities for scudenrs
to share their experience in formaJ and
informal ways.
3. Create opportunities for them
to spend rime with the international

photo by NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations
fallen continuously on the Harding campus over the past few days, transforming the main 1
fficulties to an already challenging Club Week.

Friday, October 26, 2007

Surviving

Club Weakness

C

lub Week, for all its pomp and
multicolored majesty, could
be the most polarizing annual
fall event on Harding's campus. The
weeklong spectacle is embraced by old
club members admittedly eager for
payback and despised by srudents just
wanting to check their campus mail
in rhe student center w1rhour signing
four-dozen pledge books.
The week exists as an unmistak·
able roar of voices cheering until
hoarse and new pledges stammering
ro remember the treasurer's name, bur
srudenrs can easily hear a far more
negative sound during Club Week. Between the encouraging applause afrer
a new member recites the club verse
while balancing on a table and the
chanting during the all-club devotional comes the loudest noise of all.
The whining.
Social clubs are nor the sanle, older
members say. Nearly every sentence
begins with, "well, when I pledged ... "
and ends with a claim about how the
pledge process is vastly more lenient
than in years past. The process is far
too easy, they say. People basically sign
up for a club rather than earn trust.
Truth is, the complaints are nothing unusual or new. Harding students
have speculated about the easing of
pledge week probably for as long as
clubs have existed. Dr. David Collins,
the Dean of Srudenr Life, said similar
di scussions are probably raking place
on campuses all over the country.
"Reflecting on my time as a student, there was this perception char
things were getting righter and things
for new members were much easier
than they were for us," said Collins,
who was an active member of Titans
from 1989-1992. "That's the folklore
of the pledge process."
Yes, rules have changed over the
years. The ~ajor.re¥ision cc.curred
three years ago %en schodf i dminisrrarion decided all students ~ho
received a club bid automatically
became Class I members before the
pledge week activities began. In rhe
past, students were forced to complete
a certain percentage of the club book
and club activities in order ro become
fully active members.
These days, new pledges are highly
encouraged to complete the Club
Week tasks, bur getting 157 minor
dares a day is not nearly as vital.
As much as people complain or become like Nostradamus and announce
the impending end of social clubs, it's
unlikely anyone wants to return to the
pledge days of lore.
Yearbooks from 40 years ago
openly reveal glimpses of the "old
ways" complece with photographs of
girls walking single file while blindfolded, no doubt on their way to tasks
that would make even old members
today buckle at the thought.
After all, norhing says club loyalty
like crawling across broken glass and
through muddy ditches before dining
on coffee grounds, month-old chicken
casserole and moldy fruit our of a
rrashcan, right' Narurally the only way
to unify a club and build friendships
must be through earing garbage and
publicly humiliating members.
Those conclusions are doubtful at
best.
Harding has a higher mission for
social clubs that go beyond a semiformal functions and wearing certain
colors on Fridays. As a C hristian
school, Harding must respect nor just
the anti-hazing laws of rhe stare bur
also must reflect the attitude of Christ
between members, new and graduate
students alike. Harding clubs are not
about what rules can be crossed.
"We don't use rhe law as the only
standard - we want to treat each
other respectfully as Christians and
that's what we're all about." Collins
said .
Accepting the regulations is nor
just about admitting American society
is more sensitive these days to issues
of hazing and increasingly prone to
lawsuits at the slightest incidenr. It is
the right and only option as the social
clubs continue to evolve and adjust to
rhe changing times.

AMANDA PRUITI serves as the
editor in chief for th e 2007-2008
Bison. She may contacted at
akpruitt@harding.edu
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PEOPLE

The Bison

Five students decided they wanted to experience a
Star Wars convention. So early one morning, Amanda
Pruitt, Jeremy Watson, Anthony Morrison, Leslie Giles
and Adria Giles piled into a Honda Civic and drove to
Plano~ Texas, to see what the fuss was all about.

Saturday, October 21, 2007
0500: 1he students leave their dorms. The girls meet at Kendall and drive to Keller to pick up the guys. 'They are
trailed by a public safety SUV the entire way.
1000: After crossing into Texas and refilling the <;ar's gas
they are excited to he the first customers of the day.

tank, the group &e«ides co eat lunch at Wendy's, where

1130: Directions from Google are unclear and unreliable. Much frustration ensues.
1200: The group arrives af the convention center in Pfano. A stormtrooper and rebel trooper stand outside and
greet the excited fans. They ate on unusually good terms, considering they're enemies and all.

1210: In a side room, the students dis.cover a working fan-created replica of R2-D2.

1215: They fi.J,d 'their way to the lecture oh.'Star W~s collectibles, 'A1:µan 'who has 'a colfection of more than
60,000 items discusses ceramic C3PO tape dispensers and a teapot shaped like Luke riding a1awnaun.

1300: The autograph hall opens. It includes che man who played Chewbacca, the
young Bob.a Fett and the man who was the voice of General Grievous.

1400: "The Return of the Si th" panel begins, and Dave Ptowse, who played Darth
Vader, shares his entire life story and adds his m~dical history for good measure.

1500: The students watch a .presentation on the future of Star Wars and some
highly amusing fan videos.
1600: 1be co.s tume contest draws entrants dressed as Jedi, Sith lords, do.Ile troopers, Gamorrean guards, Luna Lovegood, Jigsaw and the Ghosrbustets, to name a few
costumes.
1800: They head for home, tired bur cJ,ntent. During the long drive back, the
alphabet game keeps the car's occupants sane.

2400: Safe at Harding once again, the students collapse into a well~earned rest.
Visions of aliens dancein their heads.

Photographs courtesy of Jeremy Watson, Adria Giles and Anthony Mmrison
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The Payoff
Pitch

Huckeba Now Permanent Head Coach

Byrnes
Me Up

I

'm writing this column
from a hostel in downtown
Chicago, which makes me

think of the Chicago Cubs. In
turn, the Cubs make me think
oflosers, which leads me to the
name Eric Byrnes.
Byrnes is the leftiielder for
the Ariwna Diamondbacks
- the team that recently lost
four consecutive games to

the Colorado Rockies in the
National League Champion-

ship Series. He is a player who
is usually noted for his hustle,
flashy defense and solid hitting.
Though he is an above-average player, he recently made a
statement of less-than-average

intelligence after Game 2 of the
NLCS.
After his Diamondbacks lost
3-2, Byrnes made the statement
that his team was outplay-

ing the Rockies, and that the
only reason the Rockies were
winning was because they were

lucky.
You have got to be kidding
me.
Since when does a team on

one of the most prolific winning streaks in baseball history
- 21 of their last 22 entering
the World Series - beating you qualify as luck? Just
because rhe Rockies were catch-

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Head football coach Ronnie Huckeba speaks to his players after their 49-31 victory over West Georgia on Oct. 4. Huckeba has led the Bisons to three consecutive wins, including a
31-24 overtime victory over Southern Arkansas, which was Huckeba's first victory as the permanent head coach.

Bisons Have Won Three Consecutive Games Under New Leader

ing some breaks doesn't mean

rhey were lucky; it means they
were able to capitalize on the

opportunities chat the game of
baseball presented them. That
was part of the game last time I
checked. But luck? Please.
I've got four words for Byrnes: rhe ball never lies. What
this means is rhat rhe game
of baseball benefits those who
are rhe most prepared. If a ljne
drive is hit back at the pitcher,

and he snags it and throws out
a runner on second base for

a double play, it's because he
was prepared to catch the line
drive, while the runner was not
prepared to retreat to the bag.
This exact scenario happened

when the Rockies turned a
double play on a hard-hit line
drive off rhe bat of Byrnes.
Luck? Hardly.
I guess it was also luck rhat

By CHRISTOPHER O'DELL
student reporter

coordinator (1994-2004) and
offensive coordinator (2005-07)
for the Bisons.

remains focused on the goal at
hand, and continues to keep

Life is quite different now

The announcement to make

for Harding University football
coach Ronnie Huckeoa. After

Huckeba the permanent head
coach for the Bisons follows the

team.
"When the season is over

being named the interim head

resignation of former head coach
Randy Tribble, who was the longest

coach of the Bison football team
on Sept. 11, Huckeba recently
signed a contract to make him

rhe fifth permanent head coach
of the Bison football program
since 1959.
However, Huckeba isn't the

new kid on the block in Searcy.
This year marks Huckeba's 22nd
season on the Harding sidelines.
He has served as secondary
coach (1981-85), defensive front
seven coach (1988-93), defensive

tenured college football coach in
the state of Arkansas.
The mid-season coaching switch
leaves questions about the future

of rhe program, and rhe direction
it might be heading.
"Any time there is a change at

rhe top there is going to be new
ways of doing things," Huckeba
said. "We're already doing some
things differently right now."
However, the coaching staff

Even though Huckeba's contract was not long-term, being
named permanent head coach

their eye on the current football
we can sit down and do a real
thorough program evaluation,"

Huckeba said. "Until then, we
have to stay focused on rhe team
we have right now and the players
we have right now."

The Bisons are currently 4-3
in the 2007 season, and have
recently put together a three-

game winning streak. The Bisons
beat Southern Arkansas 31-24

gives Huckeba stability at a very
unstable job tide. That stability
can be very satisfying to any
football coach.
"Harding is obviously a very
special place,'' Huckeba said. "It's
a place rhat I love, and I'm really
glad to be coaching here."
The Bisons have three games
remaining on their schedule, including the homecoming game against
Arkansas Tech Nov. 3. Huckeba
and his staff said they will look

• Both teams are 3-2 in GSC
play entering Saturday.

• HU's powerful offense will
have to be ready for a stingy
Reddies defense that gives up
just 234 total YPG.
to do the very best job I can for
Harding University," Huckeba

said. "That includes chis week,
next week, and future seasons
to come."

in overtime on Saturday to give

to finish the season strong in the

The Bisons play Henderson
State tomorrow in Arkadelphia,
Ark., at 3 p.m. They will close

Huckeba his first official win as
permanent head coach of the
Bison football ream.

last weeks, possibly ending on a

their season against Ouachita

six-game win streak.

Baptist at First Security Stadium
on Nov. IO.

"My approach is rhat I'm going

Club Sports Are
Still Popular

the Rockies went on to sweep

the Diamondbacks in dominating fashion. No, the reality is
the Diamondbacks were a se-

verely over-matched team who
got outplayed in four games;
in fact, the Rockies outplayed
the Diamondbacks all year
long, which is evident by the
winning record rhat rhe Rockies boasted over them during
the regular season. Please, Mr.
Byrnes - rel! me rhat consis-

By GARRETT PHILPOT
student reporter

-

"'The oldest tradition on campus
besides chapel," is how Jim

Gowen, Director of Men's Intra-

mural and Club sports, addresses
one of Harding students' favorite

tent winning over a 162-game

campus activities. Gowen, who
has been the men's intramural

chedule is also luck.
Why couldn't Byrnes just

director for the past 12 years, has
seen many changes during his
employment at Harding.
In 1998, Harding expanded
its Intramural budget and added
rwo flag football fields and rwo
softball fields. According to
Gowen, where the four football
fields and four softball fields
stand now was part of a large
dairy farm that Harding used

give credit where it was due?

Instead of tipping his hat to
rhe better team, he opened his
mouth and chewed on his foot
on the plane from Denver to
Phoenix. The only thing rhat
makes me happier than Byrnes
losing after his comments is

the fact he made the final out
of the series on a check-swing
grounder to shortstop.

to own. However1 Gowen said

ls it irony that led to rhat
ground out? Was it bad luck?

that Club sports were played on
a field that was located from the
Graduate Hall dorm all the way

No, it was baseball fate scream-

ing rhose famous, proverbial
baseball words: The ball never
lies.

past where the Benson Auditorium stands today.
Ever since its inception, club
and intramural sports have been

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2007-2008 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@harding.edu

HSU Game Notes

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Knights A-team quarterback Travis Lauterbach rolls out of the pocket against Titans. ntans won the game
to put them in the championship game against Sub-T 16.

some of rhe most enjoyed activities
on campus.
"Club and lntramurals were
originally created because Harding
did not have any collegiate sports

1

Club Information
• So far in large club sports,
Shantih has won softball and
football for the girls.
•TNT won softball for large
clubs, and Chi Sigma Alpha
won for small clubs.
• Pi Theta Phi won small
club football and softball.
• Men's football results were
unavailabe at deadline.

at the time," Gowen said.
Gowen also said rhat in all of
his time as director, there had only
been one incident during which
club sportsmanship was questioned.
He said that it was the last play
of a flag football game, and that
when the receiver and defensive

back ended the play by falling on
rhe ground, both teams thought the
two were wrestling. The benches

immediately cleared.
"All in all, 99 percent of the
athletes that compete out here
have excellent sportsmanship,,
Gowen said.

Overall, after an illustrious
history at rhe University, rhe Intramural and Club sports programs
show no indications of stopping
anytime soon.
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Dunk-a-Hall-ic

Nutty Fans And Other
Misunderstandings
CHASE CHANDLER

Guest
Sports
Column

NOAH DARNELL IThe Bison
Senior Matt Hall throws down a dunk during the Midnight Madness dunk contest Oct. 15. Hall was
named a Division 2 Bulletin Preseason All-American.

Conleys CQntinue Running
l1raditi0ns:Within °Family
The Conleys' mother, however,
"She's the only one of
does not run.
us who doesn't run."
"She's the only one of us who
doesn't
run,''
Jordan
said,
but
very family has a "tie that
Senior Jordan Conley,
binds" that is special and she is still very supportive of her
talking about his mother
particular to their family, children's desire to run, as is Mr.
being the only non-runner
whether it be a common interest Conley.
in his family.
Jake
Conley
is
the
oldest
in movies, games, hobbies or even
sports. A family that seems to be brother and the first to graduate as a source of motivation to him
turning some heads with their from the running town of Rogers; and the rest of his running family
"tie" is Harding University's very he started running for Harding members.
Rachel Conley, the second
own Conley family. This family track and cross country coach
is filled - overflowing almost Steve Guymon in the 2004 school youngest child, is in her freshman
year and ran on the team for the year at Harding University and is
- with runners.
This is evident with the remaining years ofhis college career. currently the number five runner
family's extensive track record of While running for Guymon, Jake on the team right now, which
runners: one has already gradu- qualified for the All-Gulf South Guymon said is pretty impressive.
ated, two - Jordan and Rachel Conference team in his junior Rachel said that she really enjoys
- currently run on the team for year. He has graduated and is having a brother on the team, but
Harding and one is destined to now working in the admissions is even more excited about her
little sister, Sarah, who is still in
office for Harding.
run at Harding.
Jordan Conley, the second high school, bur is probably goThe Conleys come from a very
runner-oriented school system in child, started running for Harding ing to come and run at Harding.
Rogers, Ark., where coaches start during his older brother's senior Rachel hopes that she will come to
their runners in elementary school year and plans on finishing his Harding and follow in her older
and move them through the school college career with the team. One siblings' footsteps, which, Rachel
system. This method seems to be ofJordan's accomplishments while said, will probably happen.
This year marks the fifth year
working for the Rogers school at HarcUng include his election to
system because Rogers has won the ESPN All-District Academic that Guymon has had a Conley
on one of his teams, and he said
28 combined state championships Team in 2006.
When Jordan was asked about that if everything works out the
in cross country.
Besides coming from a town how he felt about having his sister way he plans, the consecutive years
that is full of runners, the Con- on the team, he replied, "I really with a Conley on the team should
leys also come from '! long line enjoy getting to see [Rachel] ev- go into double digits.
Guymon also spoke of his
of runners. The Conleys' father, eryday. Other people with siblings
Howard, was a Division l runner [on campus] don't really get to relationship with the family.
"I really enjoy getting to work
at Boise State University where see each other unless they have a
with this family." Guymon said.
he ran the 800-meter-dash. Mr. random class together, so that's
Conley has also started his own cool." Jordan said that coming from "These kids come from a great
family and they're just great."
a family of runners comes
running club in Rogers.
By Alex Groves

student reporter

E

The Bison

y do we so often
riticize our favorite
ports teams when
things don't go our way? Is it
just human nature to secondguess everyone and to frequently believe that we could do it
better? Occasionally we forget
that these coaches are some of
the best in the business.
· I recently talked to a friend
of mine in the Rockies organization and he explained to
me that in his first season in
rookie ball, two summers ago,
all he he~ about was how
Rockies ~s wanted to get rid
of manager Clint Hurdle. And
look at him now. He's brought
a young, low payroll baseball
team to the World Series.
During the 2004-2005
seasons, University of Kentucky football coach Rich
Brooks held a record of 5-17.
Kentucky fans and prominent
boosters repeatedly asked athletic director Mitch Barnhart
for the firing of Coach Brooks.
And now Brooks has led them
to their first AP poll ranking
since 1985.
Most of the time, we are
quick to give our opinion,
accurate or otherwise. It seems
we sometimes give credit where
credit is due, but we always
bash when we get the chance. I
am not implying we shouldn't
give our opinion, but we
should have more knowledge of
the facts before we speak out.
Saying this, I know many
fans that are quite knowledgeable and intelligent when it
comes to college football or

basketball or maybe their
favorite baseball team. These
fans take their cherished sports
seriously. I have one friend who
can tell you the name of each
University of Memphis basketball player and where he ranks
on the depth chart. He studies
the weekly web reports and
analyzes the top new recruits.
Now if you're this type of fan
then you probably have the
expertise to express an educated
opinion. If you are this kind of
fan, I am not talking to you.
I was recently listening to a
Little Rock sports radio station
in which a caller made the
statement that Houston Nutt
was the "worst coach in college
football." The caller continued
to express how despicable Nutt
has always been. "[Nutt] is going to drive the Arkansas football program into the ground,"
he exclaimed. From what I
understood, this man's opinion
was that Nutt had never done
anything good for Razorback
football. This is an example of
an uneducated and naive fan.
I'"\ under the impression
that most Arkansas fans are (or
were before the win over Ole
Miss) calling for the head of
Nutt. The decision ofNutt's
job isn't for me to say or even
speculate on. If Athletic Director Frank Broyles or incoming
Athletic Director Jeff Long
believis coach Nutt isn't the
coach that will lead Arkansas to
a national championship, so be
it. But fans should not be the
deciders of when a coach stays
Qr goes. Many times, the pressure put on universities to fire
a coach is undue and unwarranted.
Where would the Colorado
Rockies and the Kentucky
Wildcats football team be if
they had let go of their coaches
a couple years ago? Did you

"Most of the time, we
are quick to give our
opinion, accurate or
otherwise. It seems
we sometimes give
credit where credit is
due, but we always
bash when we get the
chance."
know that Houston Nutt has
been to a bowl game six of the
last eight years? That is as many
times as any team in the SEC
West. In the eight years before
Nutt, the Razorbacks' record
was 38-52. Nutt has flVeraged
one All-American and seven
All-SEC selections per year.
Before Nutt, the team averaged
no All-Americans and three AllSEC selections per year. The
2006 season was talked about
as being one of the best ever
in Razorback history. I don't
disagree with this matter but
a 36-point loss to USC and a
two-point win against Vanderbilt begs for questioning.
My point: they loved him
then, they hate him now. And
often the coaches get too much
credit either way. When it
comes to the game, it's usually
about the players. Yes, coaches
sometimes make great calls
to change the outcome of the
game, but most of the time it's
about how players compete no
matter how talented they are.
At the end of the day, we're
all human and when things
aren't going well, the first thing
we do is look for somewhere to
put the blame.
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CHASE CHANDLER is a
guest columnist for the
Bison. He can be reached at
bchandle@hrading.edu

Kendyl Washburn
• Scored a school-record
five goals against Christian Brothers Oct. 21.
• Named the GSC Offensive Player of the
Week after her five-goal
performance.
• led the Lady Bisons .
to a GSC tournament
berth.
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basketball or maybe their
favorite baseball ream. These
fans rake their cherished sports
seriously. I have one friend who
can tell you the name of each
Universicy of Memphis basketball player and where he ranks
on the depth chart. He studies
the weekly web reports and
analyzes the top new recruits.
Now if you're this cype of fan
then you probably have the
expertise to express an educated
opinion. If you are this kind of
fan, I am not talking to you.

I was recently listening to a
Little Rock sports radio station
in which a caller made the
statement cliar Houston Nutt
was the "worst coach in college
football." The caller continued
to express how despicable Nutt
has always been. "[Nutt] is going to drive the Arkansas football program into the gro und,"
he exclaimed. From whac I
understood, this man's opinion
was that Nutt had never done
anything good for Razorback
football. This is an example of
an uneducated and naive fan.
!'"\under the impression
chat masc Arkansas fans are (or
were before che win over Ole
Miss) calling for the head of
Nutt. The decision ofNucc's
job isn't for me to say or even
speculace on. If Athlecic Director Frank Broyles or incoming
Achletic Direcror Jeff Long
believes coach Nutt isn't the
coach chac will lead Arkansas co
a national championship, so be
it. Bue fans should not be che
deciders of when a coach stays
or goes. Many times, the pressure p'ut on universities to fire
a coach is undue and unwarranted.
Where would the Colorado
Rockies and the Kentucky
Wildcacs football team be if
they had lee go of their coaches
a couple years ago? Did you
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"Most of the time, we
are quick to give our
opinion, accurate or
otherwise. It seems
we sometimes give
credit where cred it is
due, but we always
bash when we get the
chance."
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know that Houston Nutt has
been to a bowl game six of the
last eight years? That is as many
rimes as any ream in the SEC
West. In the eighc years before
Nutt, the Razorbacks' record
was 38-52. Nuce has ~veraged
one All-Anoerican and seven
All-SEC selections per year.
Before Nutt, the team averaged
no All-Anoericans and chree AllSEC seleccions per year. The
2006 season was calked abouc
as being one of the best ever
in Razorback history. I don't
disagree with chis matter but
a 36-point Joss to USC and a
two-point win against Vanderbilt begs for quescioning.
My point: chey loved him
chen, they hace him now. And
ofren che coaches get too much
credic either way. When ic
comes ro che game, it's usually
about the players. Yes, coaches
sometimes make great calls
to change the outcome of the
game, but inost of the time it's
about how players compete no
matter how talented they are.
At the end of the day, we're
all human and when things
aren't going well, the firsc ching
we do is look for somewhere to
put the blame.
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Money for Pizza

By ALEX BLAIR

Brain Teasers: Puzzles & Games
Sudoku .

Difficulty~

Photo courcesy of COLEMAN YOAKUM
Coleman Yoakum visited Best Burger on 64 during the summer to test the veracity of the restaurant's
boast of having the best hamburger on Highway 64. He was not disappointed.

9

Student Tests Claim Of Best Burger On Hwy. 64
By COLEMAN YOAKUM
student reporter

S

CHASE CHANDLER is a
guest columnist for the
Bison. He can be reached at
bchandle@hrading.edu
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By AMANDA PRUITT
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ince coming to Harding,
it seems I have taken
more weekend roadtrips than I ever have before.
Usually it is a drive to Dallas
or to Bentonville, Ark., to see
friends. Bur more often than
nor I end up being part of a
group that drives to Memphis for one thing or another.
Sometimes that is a concert,
a.nclother times, it is a..mass exodus of Bible majors driving
to Harding Universicy Graduate School of Religion co use
the library.
We usually take Highway
64 because it is the most
praccical, chough nae always
the most exciting, route. You
see, if you stay on Highway 64
long enough, you will begin
to notice a gradual change of
the scenery around you. The
houses tend to gee further
apart and the fields berween
chem get larger and larger.
You will nae pass much
on ch.is road chac will get you
exciced. The seemingly endless
cono n and soy fields look like
large blankets of green and
whice. Then you wish chat
you had a blanket because this
drive is putting you to sleep.
The further you go the simpler
chings tend co gee as well.
You drive chrough cowns wich

one-syllable names, like Earle.
Wal-Mart is nowhere in sight;
inscead you have a John Deere
super-center.
Bur if you aren't paying
close attention, you could
miss the most exciting thing
within hundreds of miles.
On the side of che road wich
a gravel parking-lot, in what
seems to be a converted
double-wide trailer, is an
establishment so proud of ics
product that the name says it
all: The Best aurge( OJ) 6.4.,. - •
Many times after 1 nociced
it I would pass by thinking co
myself, "What an outrageous
claim!" It wasn't until this
summer chac I decided to take
them up on the challenge that
chey seemed co be offering.
] am not going to lie to
you. I was a little skeptical.
Afcer all, chey did have some
pretty stiff competition since
another favorite restaurant,
Bald Knob's Bulldog, is also
on Highway 64 , and it was
going to cake a lac of work ro
bump che Bulldog from that
special place in my heart.
A sign posted on che door
said the restaurant closed at
3 p.m. We looked ac our
watches and saw that it was
2:57. We stuck our heads inside jusc hoping to gee a look
around and leave, but the ladies at the grill assured us that
chose were only guide lines

WANTED!!
"1 O" Health conscious+ money starved individuals
who want + need extra Energy!

'

.

THE WORLDS
FIRST
HEALTHY
ENERGY DRINK!

and that they we re making
themselves some burgers alp
ready, so we might as well join
them . They were so &iendly,
and when they found out that
we were' Harding students, they
were even more welcoming and
fun. Plus, there is something to
be said about a burger that is
so good that employees enjoy
eating it. That never happens at
McDonald's.
We chose a cable, and then
walked around looking ac che
pic~uies on the walls. Many of
them were locals taking piccures wich cheir prized bucks
or big catches. Others were
people posed in front of the
building. One piccure was of a
young guy wearing a Harding
Universicy T-shirt. That guy,
we later realized, was a very
young Andrew Baker.
The ladies set the plates
on our table. The moment
of truth was here. WiH it live
up to che hype that the sign
creates, or will this be a pointless pilgrimage? We sac down
glancing from o ur burgers co
each other. I braved che first
bite.
The burger is a good one. I
haven't tried every burger on
64, so I cannot say if it is the
best, buc wich a good burger,
great employees and the
anticipation that a long drive
cends co build, you will not
leave disappointed.

'WWW'.
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Join the Bevolution!

Only 24 Cal.+ 5 Car_b_s __
888.297.4481 {24/7] www.drinkactusa.com

Baines Complete Wellness
Chiropractic Center
For all your
CHIROPRACTIC
needs call US today!

268~4101
303 E. Center

D,. John Baines ("75)

Dr. Jennifer Fipps ('04)

Specializing in spine and nerve rehabilitaion.
We bill inrnrance for you.

Celebrating 10 Years
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The Bison Crossword
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4
8
13
15

16
17
19

20
21
23
24
25
27
30
33
36
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
49
50
54
56
59
60
62
64
65
66
67

Scrap
Maximum words
Semiautomatic
Burden
Swimming hole
Accustom
Space rock
Dale or Dame
Edith
Mustang
Distress signal
Formerly
Layers
Vitriolic
Pastries
Bulbous herbs
Swerved
Capital of
Morocco
So. state (Abbr.)
Decades
Auto
Cozy
Lout
Spice rack item
Singing voice
Parallel
Bordered
Midwest state
Most anciquated
Food shop
Convened
Earth color
Mine entrances
Shoulder strap
Dogma
Fr. priest
Germ
Hot under the
collar

Copyright 02007 PuzzleJundion. com

68 Toll
69 Parched
Down

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

.9
10
11

Depth charges
Unreactive
Coach
Hubbub
Hawaiian dish
Youngsters
Bread spread
Misinform
Expose
Protectors
Sea eagles

12 Repose
14 General
assemblies
18 Eight
22 The Tempter
26 Write out
28 Very (Fr.)
29 __ Thompson
31 Addition
32 Starch from
palms
33 Gr. portico
34 Gaunt
35 Constant
37 Hairless
40 Heroic tales

41
43
44
46
48

51
52
53
54

55
57
58
61
63

Makes unhappy
JJuckle under
Contradict
Hang around .,
Religious text
Concluded
Facial
expression
Unpunctual
Information
Paradise
Quick inits.
Pea shooter
Eye infection
Commerce org.
{Abbr.)
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DiSfley's New
'Game Plan'

The Bison

Ladybug's Lunch

By TRACI MILLIGAN

are starting to get used to
each other and bond as father
and daughter, their month
together comes to an end. Joe
n Walt Disney's "The
Game Plan," Joe Kingman, is soon going to have to play
in the championship game
star quarterback of the
with his fellow teammates,
Boston Rebels, is living the
but he realizes his football
life that most people would
career is not nearly important
dream of living. He is cool,
as it had been before he met
handsome and well-known.
Peyton. Joe has to figure 'ouc
He has fame and fortune, and
how to keep Peyton in his life
he is always the center of atand make everyone realize he
tention. Joe is a bachelor who
can be the father he wants and
lives his life the way he wants
needs to be.
to, and when he is not on the
Starring Dwayne "The
football field, he can usually
Rock" Johnson as Joe Kingbe found at some lavish party
man, "The Game Plan" is an
with a beautiful supermodel
entertaining family movie
on his arm.
with a great cast. Johnson
All of Joe's fun ends when
his 8-year-old daughter named proves he can take on roles in
family movies and deliver a
Peyton Kelly turns up on his
very funny and heart-warmdoorstep and tells him that
ing performance. Madison
she will be living with him
Pettis, one of the stars of the
for a month while her mother
Disney Channel television
is in Africa. Joe did not even
series "Cory in the House,"
know he had a daughter, and
plays Joe's daughter, Peyton
he definitely does not want a
Kelly. Pettis is an adorable,
daughter to take care of now,
charming little girl, and she
especially when things are going so well for him. Joe spends carries herself so well in chis
movie chat she appears to be
his life looking out for "No.
a very accomplished actress,
1," and he has no time to care
rather than the newcomer she
for a little girl.
really is. Kyra Sedgwick, star
Not knowing what to do,
ofTNT's television series "The
Joe calls on his agent, Stella
Closer," also appears as Stella
Peck, and she reassures him
Peck, Joe's greedy and selfish
that she will take care of evagent who does not care about
erything. Meanwhile, Joe does
anything except Joe's football
not know what to do with
career. She plays che mean
peyton and has no choice but
character very well, but she
to look after her for che time
does so while making people
being, so she has to tag along
laugh. Roselyn Sanchez also
with him to football practice,
joins the charismatic case as
football games and parties
Monique Vasquez.
As a new parent, Joe makes
"The Game Plan" is a
some mistakes while -figuring
humorous
and sweet movie
but how to cope with his new
that is a muse-see for fam'ilies
responsibility. He accidentally
everywhere. This movie is one
leaves Peyton at a nightclub
that can interest anyone of any
one evening, which does not
age,
and it is one that parents
help his image, and he also
and children alike can enjoy
treats her like one of his feltogether. Not only does it aplow teammates by creating a
peal to those who enjoy famgame plan informing Peyton
ily-oriented comedies, but it
of where she is allowed to go
also appeals to those who love
and what she is allowed to do
sports. While this movie is a
while in his apartment.
little bit corny at times, it is a
Toe be.I!:ins to enjoy having
j.,f./,( ,)•
I '?
d dh
very well-rounded film that is
l'ey.ton aroun , an e starts
worth seeing.
·
trying to be a good parent.
"The
Game
Plan"
is
a
He enrolls Peyton at a balcheerful movie that does not
let school, where he meets
fail in making anyone who
Peyton's ballet teacher, Mowatches it smile. It is also
nique Vasquez, who becomes
a movie that will make you
Joe's love interest. Joe even
believe in happy endings and
gets involved at Peyton's ballet
make you laugh at the same
school by becoming a part of
time. If you are looking for a
the big ballet recital. He also
clean, feel-good movie, "The
decorates a bedroom in his
G ame Plan" is one that you
apartment especially for Peywill want to see.
ton. Just when Joe and Peyton
student reporter

I

NOAH DARNELL I Public Relat ions
Freshman Ashley Ward works on her Ko Jo Kai pledge book in t he student center. Club activities kept many students busy all week.

Playing With The Force, Lego-Style
LESLIE GILES

My
Flagpole

T

he first time I played Lego Star
Wars, I borrowed it from my
7 -year-old cousin, Brian. I wasn't
sure I'd like the game; after all, it was the
favorite game of an elementary student.
I was immediately impressed. The
game combines the adventure of Star
Wars with the fun of Legos. The characters have distinct personalities, which can
be seen in the short videos at the beginning of each level. The scenes are breathtaking, and the story is engrossing.
Lego Star Wars covers Episodes I,
II and ~lJ, Atl~ Legq 1~J?rf };':'a,~SJI: i;h~
Original Trilogy is about Episodes JV
through VI. Each level is first played in
Story Mode, when the gamer follows the
Star Wars plot. Once each level has been
completed, it can then be played in Free
Play Mode.
My sisters and I received Lego Star
Wars as a Christmas present in 2006. I've
played most of the game and absolutely
love it. I was finally able to experience
Lego Star Wars II when I discovered a
fellow fan in the son of Kendall's dorm
parents.

Five-year-old Andrew Strachan enthusiastically cold me about Lego Scar Wars II.
· "I've been playing it since I was four,"
he said proudly. "Obi-Wan is my favorite,
because his lightsaber is blue."
His favored character in the game is a
"mixed-up matched-up" Darth Vader. This
Sith lord sports a purple cape, a blue alien
torso and C-3PO's legs. These mashedup characters are a bonus feature of the
'second game, where a player can create a
personalized character from the parts of
ocher characters.
During Story Mode, the gamer can
only play as the assigned characters, usually the heroes of the story. Things become
especially interesting during Free Play. The
player chooses approximately 10 characters to switch between during the level
and can search for hidden extras in each
level. The player collects coins by destroying potted plants, trashcans and ocher
characters.
It's the cutest violence you'll find in a
video game. When an object or character
is destroyed, it breaks into small Lego
pieces and gushes forth coins. The Jedi
use their lightsabers to slash while Leia,
Amidala and the stormtroopers blast their
way through each level. Darth Vader uses
the Force to lift other characters into the
air, their hands clasping their throats and
their little legs kicking until they explode.
Chewbacca simply rips off his enemies'
arms.

Letty's Ser.Yes Ethnic Food, Interest
By MEREDITH GRAVATIE
student report er

0

n Race Street, between a gun shop and
a vacant shop, Letty's
Restaurant casually exists. The
interior atmosphere is calm
and chill, perfect for Filipino
dining and gift shopping. The
walls are decorated with oriental paintings and the cables
are set for accommodation.
They sell Filipino and Chinese
ethnic groceries, as well as
offering jewelry, paintings and
oriental vases.
"It is a vast array of Filipinoesqeness," freshman Amber
Roe said.
Roe and her friends went to

lunch on a Thursday around
11:30 a.m. Their party totaled
six and they reserved a table.
"The owner greeted us,"
Roe said. "The drinks were
always refilled. He even left the
pitcher of water being that we
were all pretty thirsty."
The restaurant section is a
sit-down quick service rather
than a delicatessen.
"You couldn't see the
kitchen," Roe said. "Our food
was there within 10 minutes
of being 9rdered . Considering
all the prep time, it was very
efficient."
After dining, they decided
to venture into the back of the
store to look at the packaged
food .

"You walk past the small
dining area into a catacomb
of Filipino food products,"
Roe said . "It was organized,
but if a claustrophobic person
walked in the back, they
might feel stuffed."
The cozy place of Letty's
could be expanded. But
for now, when you want to
explore an intimate or casual
place, visit Letty's. Menu items
are prepared fresh and timely,
offering a variety of vegetables,
meats and curry and a spicy
hot scale of one to four.
The prices depend on single, double or family orders. A
single costs about $14 but is
enough food to split between
two mildly hungry people.

Hours Of Operation
Monday - Closed
Tuesday - Thursday
1O a.m. t o 8

p.m.

Friday - Saturday

10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday

Both games area available for Playscation, Playstation 3, W ii, Xbox 360 and
N intendo O S, as well as both PC and
Apple computers. O n Amazon I found
th e games for sale starting at $ 15 fo r
brand new games. That's a great p rice for
such an amazing game.
And now LucasArts is creating a Lego
Indiana Jones game chat will be released
in summer 2008. According to the press
release, it is "a tongue-in-cheek take on
the first three cinematic adventures of
pop culture's most iconic archaeologist."
If it's anything like the Star Wars games,
it's going to be fantastic.
·If you're looking for a fun way to
escape the pressures of schoolwork or
relieve the stress of club week, consider
Lego Star Wars. Its comical characters,
exciting plot and beautiful environments
make this game a force to be reckoned
with .

Octobe r 22
• (1836) Sam Houston inaugurated as the first
elected president of the Republic of Texas.

October23
• (1991) Clarence Thomas sworn in as a Supreme
Court Justice

Octobe r 24
• (1901) Anna Taylor becomes the first woman to go
over Niagara Falls in a barrel.

October 25
• (1964) Minnesota Vikings defensive lineman Jim
Marshall picked up a fumble and ran 66 yards in the
wrong direction for a safety.

Octo ber26

1O a.m. to 5 p.m.

• (1863) Worldwide Red Cross organized in Geneva,
Switzerland.
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